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FENCING REGULATIONS 

Excerpt from ZONING BYLAW 6680, 2001 
Fences 

190.12 Any fence, wall, hedge or other structure not being a building which exceeds the 
height limitations specified in this section (190.12 to 190.19) shall comply with 
the height and setback requirements prescribed for buildings and structures 
within the District in which it is located. 

190.13 The height of a fence, wall or hedge shall be determined by measurement from 
the ground level at the average grade level within 3 feet (.91 metres) of both 
sides of such fence, wall or hedge. 

190.14 At street intersections on a corner site in any District where front or side yards 
are required by this Bylaw, no fence, wall or hedge or other vegetation shall be 
allowed at a greater height than 3 feet (.91 metres) above the established 
elevation of the centre point of an intersection of streets, at or within a distance 
of 15 feet (4.57 metres) of the corner of the site at the intersection of the streets. 

190.15 Where trees are situated on a corner site, all trees shall be trimmed in such a 
manner that no branches or foliage shall be at a lesser height than 6 feet (1.83 
metres) above the established elevation of the centre point of intersecting streets 
at any place where such land is at or within a distance of 15 feet (4.57 metres) 
of the corner of the site at the intersection of streets. 

190.16 Despite the above regulations, in (R) and (P) Districts, a fence or other structure 
of whatever nature erected or placed along a boundary line of a site or within a 
required yard shall not exceed 6 feet (1.83 metres) in height except in required 
front yards or on the boundary of required front yards where the height shall not 
exceed 4 feet (1.22 metres). 

190.17 Despite the above regulations, in (C) and (M) Districts, a fence or other 
structure of whatever nature erected or placed along a boundary line of any site 
shall not exceed 8 feet (2.44 metres) in height except that open mesh or chain 
link type fences may be erected to a height not to exceed 12 feet (3.66 metres). 

190.18 Subsections 190.14, 190.15, 190.16 and 190.17 shall not apply to open mesh or 
chain link fences erected on cemetery, public playgrounds, park, play fields or 
school areas in which cases no such fence or other structure shall exceed 12 feet 
(3.66 metres) in height. 

190.19 No advertising or display or posting of signs or notices is permitted on fences. 


